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"Until now, legal science has lacked of a formal explanation for the biggest and most obvious legal problem: "non-compliance with legal rules." This paper defies the common sense idea that non-compliance with legal rules is a psychological issue by providing the first formal game-theoretic explanation regarding how people decide whether to comply with a specific legal rule, and provides a solution that any policymaker can apply in order to reduce legal non-compliance rates."

Abstract

Since its creation, legal science has lacked a formal and rational explanation for the non-compliance with legal rules carried out by citizens, and only intuitive explanations exist arguing that it would be a psychological issue or that it derives from an uncontrollable desire of citizens to maximize their individual utility functions.

Under the "Legal-Rules-Acceptability Theorem", which assumes bounded rationality of both citizens and policymaker players, a legal rule is deemed to be: (i) "reasonable"; if the subset of permitted strategies under such legal rule enacted by policymaker players contains only and all strategies by means of which both the maximization of the individual utility function of the citizen and the maximization of the social utility function (to some extent) are possible, and (ii) "theoretically stable", if the equilibrium point representing a situation of "generalized compliance" with such legal rule is a Nash Equilibrium.

However, we note that policymaker players cannot guarantee the "generalized compliance" with a legal rule even when they are sure that it is "reasonable" and "theoretically stable", since citizens cannot perceive the lasting non-immediate harm from their non-compliance but only the momentary immediate benefit from it, due to their bounded rationality and limited computation capacity. Therefore, legal rules are only deemed to be "stable" if citizens become able to perceive what we call a "recognizable harm" derived from the "generalized non-compliance" with the legal rule.

Therefore, by means of the "Legal-Rules-Acceptability Theorem", we propose: (i) a game-theoretic description of how citizens take the decision to comply or not with a specific legal rule, which is related to the perception they have regarding the "reasonability" and "stability" of such rule, (ii) a bounded rationality answer to the question of why citizens do not comply with a specific legal rule even if its "generalized compliance" is useful and its "generalized non-compliance" is harmful for everyone, and (iii) a game-theoretical mechanism by means of which policymakers can reduce the non-compliance levels of legal rules to their lowest levels.

I. Introduction

According to John C. Harsanyi, every player decides whether to use one strategy or another according to the preferences that compose its individual utility function, which may be: (i) personal preferences, or (ii) moral preferences.

Personal preferences are not fully selfish, but they are "particularistic" in the sense that they give a more relative weight to your interests and those of individuals related to you than to the interests of other individuals not related to you. These personal preferences will guide the way you decide in situations that do not require you to make moral value judgments, since such decisions can be made taking only personal and partial considerations into account.

Moral preferences are not selfish at all, since they are "universalistic" in the sense that they give the same relative weight to the interests of all individuals in society, either related or non-related to you. These moral preferences will guide the way you decide in situations that require you to make moral value judgments, since such decisions cannot be made taking only personal and partial considerations into account, but need you to take the interests of the society into account by definition.
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Therefore, each player will use:

(i) When taking decisions which do not imply moral value judgments (i.e., daily life decisions): its "particularistic" preferences (i.e., granting a greater relative weight to its own individual utility function and those of individuals related to it than to the individual utility functions of other individuals not related to it):

The player deems that granting the same relative weight to all individual utility functions is not necessary, since decisions that do not imply moral value judgments could lead only to a maximization or minimization of its own individual utility function and the individual utility functions of related individuals, and should not affect other players not related to it.

(ii) When taking decisions which imply moral value judgments (i.e., deciding whether to comply with a "socially accepted moral code" or a legal rule contained in it) its "universalistic" preferences (i.e., granting the same relative weight to the individual utility functions of every individual in society, either related or non-related to it):

The player deems that granting a same weight to the individual utility functions of all players in society is necessary, since decisions implying moral value judgments could lead to a maximization or minimization of its own individual utility function and those of related individuals, but could also lead to a maximization or minimization of the individual utility functions of some or all players in society.

Therefore, the player deems that it is necessary to take the social utility function (within which all individual utility functions are contained, even its own) into account when taking a decision implying a moral value judgment.

Basically, when taking decisions implying moral value judgments, the player decides whether to comply or not (and in which way) with a "socially accepted moral code", being aware that:

(a) Complying with it would lead to the maximization of the social utility function in a non-immediate way (and the non-immediate maximization of its own individual utility function, which is contained in the social utility function), but would limit the maximization of its own individual utility function in an immediate way.

In this sense, the "generalized compliance" with the "socially accepted moral code" (which is beneficial for all, thus complying with it does not lead to a minimization of any individual utility functions) leads to a lasting non-immediate benefit and never to a detriment, thus the player should prefer to comply with it.

(b) Not complying with it would lead to the maximization of its own individual utility function in an immediate way, but would also lead to the minimization of the social utility function in a non-immediate way (and the non-immediate minimization of its own individual utility function, which is contained in the social utility function).

In this sense, the non-compliance with the "socially accepted moral code" leads to a minor and temporary immediate benefit, but also leads to a greater and lasting non-immediate harm, thus the player should prefer to comply with it.

Therefore, Harsanyi deems that each player uses its "universalistic" preferences (i.e., granting the same relative weight to the individual utility functions of every individual in society, either related or non-related to it) and not its "particularistic" preferences (i.e., granting a greater relative weight to its own individual utility function and those of individuals related to it than to the individual utility functions of other individuals not related to it) when taking decisions implying moral value judgments, since he assumes that every player is able to perceive that using its "particularistic" preferences in such case leads to a minimization of the social utility function in which its own individual utility function is contained.

Furthermore, Harsanyi seems to understand that each player is fully rational and, thus, has unlimited computation capacity to perceive that: (i) using its "particularistic" preferences instead of its "universalistic" preferences when taking a decision that implies a moral value judgment leads to not taking the social utility function into account (which implies that its own individual utility function is also not taken into account), and (ii) maximizing its individual utility function in an immediate way when taking such decision leads to a minimization of the social utility function in a non-immediate way (which implies that its own individual utility function is also minimized in a non-immediate way).

Thus, Harsanyi deems that each player has an unlimited computation capacity to perceive that using its "particularistic" preferences instead of its "universalistic" preferences when taking a decision implying a moral value judgment leads to: (i) only obtaining a minor and temporary immediate benefit resulting from its non-compliance with the "socially accepted moral code"; and (ii) also obtaining the greater and lasting non-immediate harm resulting from the "generalized non-compliance" of such code.

In conclusion, Harsanyi understands that each player will use its "universalistic" preferences when taking a decision implying a moral value judgment, since he thinks that such player has an unlimited computation capacity that allows it to perceive that using its "particularistic" preferences in such case leads to a greater and lasting non-immediate harm.

However, Harsanyi does not seem to take into account that there will be players that would prefer to use their "particularistic" preferences when taking decisions that imply moral value judgments, since: (i) they are only able to perceive minor and temporary immediate benefits.
resulting from not complying with the "socially accepted moral code", and (iii) they are not able to perceive the greater and lasting non-immediate harm resulting from the "generalized non-compliance" of such code.

"(...)Harsanyi does not seem to take into account that there will be players that would prefer to use their "particularistic" preferences when taking decisions that imply moral value judgments(...)"

Therefore, Harsanyi assumes that players taking decisions that involve moral value judgments make use of its "universalistic" preferences (i.e., preferences under which the social utility function is taken into account when deciding, as opposed to "particularistic" preferences under which the social utility function is not taken into account when deciding)

under one of the following two utilitarianism approaches:

(i) Rule utilitarianism, which involves choosing: (a) first, a "morally right code" that maximizes the social utility function in any similar games, and (b) then, a "morally right action" which agrees with the chosen "morally right code".

Each "morally right code" contains rights and obligations that cannot be neglected, even in case that the social utility function can be maximized by departing from those rights and obligations.

Since it is required to choose a "morally right code" before choosing a "morally right action", the "right morality" of the "morally right action" is not subject only to the maximization of the social utility function, but also to the respect for the rights and obligations contained in the chosen "morally right code".

Therefore, rule utilitarianism means that maximization of the social utility function through a "morally right action" can be carried out without considering the existence of any rights and obligations.

However, in our view, there would be a third perspective of utilitarianism which we call "particularistic act utilitarianism".

Under "particularistic act utilitarianism", the players will use "particularistic" preferences (i.e., not take the social utility function into account when deciding) even when making decisions that involve moral value judgments, due to the fact that: (i) they are only able to perceive minor and temporary immediate benefits from not complying with the "socially accepted moral code"; and (ii) they are not able to perceive the greater and lasting non-immediate harm resulting from its "generalized non-compliance".

In this regard, under "particularistic act utilitarianism", a player chooses an action that maximizes its individual utility function (and, eventually, the individual utility functions of players related to him) without taking into account: (i) whether the social utility function is maximized or minimized, and (ii) whether any rights or obligations exist.

Therefore, an action taken under "particularistic act utilitarianism" cannot be regarded as a "morally right action", since it is not based on "universalistic" preferences and does not seek the maximization of the social utility function.

II. Reflections on Utilitarianism in Society

Obviously, if policymaker players model a society under "particularistic act utilitarianism", such a society would face a complete lack of respect for any duty or obligation and would live in total anarchy.

In this regard, we are certain that players of such a society would make a reflection like that of Rudolf Von Ihering:

"(...) suppose that there is no State or a revolution reduces the public power to impotence and then you would understand what the State and the Law are for individuals (...). Then, in a year, sometimes a month, citizens learn about the importance of those, more than what has been revealed to them during all their previous existences. The State and the Law previously insulted, are now invoked in a day of trouble, and this man who laughed at us when we shouted: By means of the Law, is yourself who you protect and secure, defend it, since it is the purpose of your being – suddenly that man understands us."

On the other hand, if policymaker players model a society under act utilitarianism, rights such as life, property and freedom of expression could be neglected in case the social utility function can be maximized by neglecting them. Clearly, lack of legal certainty regarding the respect of rights will be a part of such society, since actions would not need to respect rights (but would only need to maximize
the social utility function) to be deemed as "morally right". For instance, the expropriation of a land legally owned by an individual in order to make a road for a peasant community or give small pieces of it to its members would be possible under act utilitarianism, since it would maximize the social utility function.

Finally, if policymaker players model a society under rule utilitarianism, such rights could not be neglected even in cases where the social utility function could be maximized in a specific game by doing so, since the action must respect the "morally right code" to be deemed "morally right".

For example, the above mentioned expropriation would not be possible under rule utilitarianism, since the right of property would have to be respected.3

In that sense, it is our impression that a society under rule utilitarianism would provide greater legal certainty than a society under act utilitarianism, due to the fact that:

(i) A rule utilitarian society will count with a legal regime comprised of legal rules with a set of immutable predefined exceptions (similar to a perfect system of statutory law).

(ii) The act utilitarian society will count with a legal regime comprised of legal rules without a set of immutable predefined exceptions (similar to a perfect system of common law) in which:
(a) in the worst case, the protection of the legal concept is decided according to each specific case without using predefined parameters, and
(b) in the best case, the protection of the legal concept evolves according to parameters which have been predefined in solutions to previous specific cases.

However, it must be noted that even if a society is modeled as a rule utilitarian society, there would be players taking their decisions of complying or not with a "morally acceptable social code" or a legal rule under particularistic act utilitarianism.

III. Model of the Utility of Legal Rules in a Society under Rule Utilitarianism

The model attempts to represent the case in which policymaker players have decided to model a society under rule utilitarianism, which comprises a first cooperative game and a second non-cooperative game.

(i) In the cooperative game:

(a) The players jointly choose a moral code known as m from the set of all possible moral codes known as c in order to maximize the social utility function called W, which is defined as follows:

\[ m^* \in c \]

Obviously, in real life, players do not have the ability to jointly choose a moral code. The choice of the moral code m pretends to represent the fact that policymaker players have chosen to model the society as a rule utilitarian society instead of an act utilitarian society.

Therefore, policymaker players have established rights and obligations (represented by the chosen moral code m) that cannot be neglected even if this could lead to the maximization of the social utility function.

(b) The chosen moral code m comprises a set of legal rules known as R, which is defined as follows:

\[ R\ m \]

This statement pretends to represent the fact that the moral code m chosen by the policymaker players contains a set of legal rules which are representations of the rights and obligations contained in such code.

In this regard, the set of legal rules R includes groupings of legal rules (e.g., the Bill of Rights, codes, unified legal texts, laws, regulations) that express the manner in which such rights or obligations must be understood.

(c) Then, the players jointly choose a specific legal rule known as r from the set of legal rules R under the moral code m, which is defined as follows:

\[ r\in R \]

This statement pretends to represent that policymaker players have created specific legal rules within such groupings of legal rules.

In this regard, we believe that every legal rule represents or should represent the maximization of the social utility function W with respect to a specific case.

Obviously, in real life, players do not have the ability to jointly choose a moral code and/or a legal rule, since they must assume the social role of being citizens and comply with all legal rules contained in the set of legal rules within the established moral code.

In this sense, the cooperative game is only a fiction that pretends to represent the existence of a "social contract" by means of which all players are subject to the chosen moral code and to every legal rule contained in the set of legal rules within the moral code established by policymaker players.

(ii) In the "non-cooperative game" (r):

(a) Each player i chooses a strategy si within a general set of strategies known as S.

In this regard, it must be noted that there is a subset of allowed strategies under the legal rule r known as P(i) within the general set of strategies S.

---

3 However, it would be possible to carry out such expropriation under rule utilitarianism if it is based on a legal right of the State to do so (e.g., in some specific cases such as national emergency or defense).
Therefore, each player \( i \) chooses a strategy \( s_i \) that belongs to the subset \( P(r) \), which is defined as follows:

\[
s_i \in P(r)
\]

That is, each player chooses a strategy \( s_i \) that maximizes his own individual utility function \( U_i \) without deviating from the legal rule \( r \).

However, we have previously noted that there would be players who choose their strategy under particularistic act utilitarianism, deviating from the legal rule in case this action would allow them to maximize their own individual utility functions or those of players related to them (i.e., friends and relatives).

Therefore, particularistic act utilitarian players choose any strategy within the general set of strategies \( S \), regardless of whether such strategy is inside or outside \( P(r) \), which is defined as follows:

\[
s_i \in S
\]

Therefore, each particularistic act utilitarian player chooses a strategy \( s_i \) that allows him to obtain the greatest possible utility in every situation, without analyzing whether such a strategy complies with the legal rule or not.

(b) When choosing a strategy \( s_i \) belonging to the subset \( P(r) \), each player \( i \) will choose its strategy \( s_i \) using a "prediction function" called by which he tries to predict the location of an equilibrium point that maximizes the social utility function to some extent, which is defined as follows:

\[
\hat{s} = (s_1, \ldots, s_n)
\]

\[
\hat{s} = \pi (\Gamma(r))
\]

Since rule utilitarian players base their decisions involving value judgments on "universalistic" preferences, they use the "prediction function" to maximize the social utility function \( W \) to some extent (and, when doing so, such players grant the same relative weight to all individual utility functions within the social utility function \( W \)) when choosing their strategies \( s_i \).

However, a player \( i \) can comply with the legal rule \( r \) using many different strategies \( s_i \) belonging to the subset \( P(r) \) with different levels of compliance.

That is, the "ideal compliance" with legal rule \( r \) (i.e., the level of maximization of the social utility function \( W \) desired by the policymaker players when enacting the legal rule) can only be achieved by using some but not all of these strategies \( s_i \).

Therefore, players \( i \) use the "prediction function" since they want to comply with the legal rule \( r \) maximizing their own individual utility functions \( U_i \) as much as possible and maximizing the social utility function \( W \) to some extent.

On the other hand, act particularistic utilitarian players would choose their strategies \( s_i \) without using the "prediction function" since they only want to maximize their individual utility functions \( U_i \), regardless of whether their strategies maximize the social utility function \( W \) and to what extent.

(c) The utility function of each player \( i \) must be defined as follows:

\[
U_i = U_i(s, r)
\]

Therefore, the utility function of each player \( i \) with respect to the legal rule \( r \) is defined by the following two variables:

(1) (an equilibrium point that maximizes the social utility function \( W \) to some extent), which implies that the other players \( i \) are using strategies \( s_i \) that: (1.1) are inside the subset of strategies permitted under the legal rule known as \( P(r) \) and, (1.2) have been chosen by using the "prediction function".

Therefore, the variable represents the situation where the other players \( i \) comply with the legal rule \( r \) by using strategies that are within the subset \( P(r) \) and attempt to achieve its "ideal compliance" by using the "prediction function", thus there is a situation of "generalized compliance".

Thus, the existence of the legal rule \( r \) is only useful for a player \( i \) while there is a situation of "generalized compliance" with respect to it, since the utility of the legal rule for him depends on the variable.

(2) \( r \) (the legal rule \( r \)), which implies that the utility function of player \( i \) is maximized by living in a society with a legal rule that maximizes the social utility function \( W \).

In this regard, please note that the definition of the individual utility function \( U_i \) is the same for every player \( i \) given that even particularistic act utilitarian players (who are willing to deviate from the legal rule in case this would allow them to maximize their own individual utility functions, which does not mean that they fail to comply with the legal rule in all cases) have their individual utility functions maximized when: (1) there is a legal rule \( r \) that maximizes the social utility function \( W \) of the society they are part of, and (2) there is a "generalized compliance" of the legal rule \( r \).

Therefore, the legal rule \( r \) is: (1) useful for players \( i \) (whether rule utilitarian or particularistic act utilitarian) when there is a situation of "generalized compliance" of this legal rule, and (2) useless for players \( i \) when there is a situation of "generalized non-compliance" of this legal rule.
A first impression would be that players i (whether rule utilitarian or particularistic act utilitarian) would have incentives to deviate from the legal rule r by using strategies that are not inside \( \Pi_i(r) \) and/or by not using the "prediction function" when there is a "generalized non-compliance" of such legal rule, since it is useless in such a state.

\( W = W(s, r) = W(\pi(\Gamma(r)), r) \)

In this regard, the legal rule r is useful for society as a whole if it maximizes the social utility function and there is a "generalized compliance" of such legal rule.

### IV. The Legal-Rules-Acceptability Theorem

As mentioned above, policymaker players might model a society under rule utilitarianism, which would imply the choice of a moral code and enacting both groupings of legal rules and legal rules within such groupings.

However, the modeling of the society as a society under rule utilitarianism as ours does not guarantee that players take the decision to comply or not with a legal rule using rule utilitarianism.

In this regard, in real life, people make the decision to comply or not comply with legal rules not under rule utilitarianism nor under act utilitarianism, but under particularistic act utilitarianism.

Therefore, when taking the decision on whether to comply or not comply with a legal rule, the strategy of each player (which decides under particularistic act utilitarianism) will be: (i) in the best case, inside the subset of strategies permitted under the legal rule, and (ii) in the worst case, outside the subset of strategies permitted under the legal rule.

However, the model developed in section III shows that the "generalized compliance" of every legal rule is useful even for particularistic act utilitarian players, thus they should, but seem not to worry about, use: (i) a strategy that is inside the subset of strategies permitted under the legal rule, and (ii) the "prediction function".

Therefore, the big question arises: why players do not comply with a legal rule if its "generalized compliance" is useful for every one of them?

Under our understanding, there would be basically two explanations:

(i) **Weak Explanation**: players tend not to internalize moral codes, but only legal rules:

Each player is bounded rational, thus it is unable to perceive the general obligation (contained in the moral code) contained in each specific legal rule. Therefore, each player decides whether to comply or not comply with a legal rule based on his personal perception as to whether its "generalized non-compliance" is detrimental for him.

For example, buying bootleg DVD's and carrying out acts of plagiarism are two representations of the same general obligation "do not copy" of the moral code, contained in two different legal rules.

In this regard, each player seems to condemn the second and at least tolerate the first, because he perceives that the "generalized non-compliance" of the latter is not detrimental for him.

However, if the player would tend to internalize moral codes, he would be able to understand that the non-compliance of the legal rule indicating "do not buy bootleg DVD’s" means: (a) non-complying with the obligation "do not copy" of the established moral code, and (b) promoting the non-compliance of other legal rules representing the general obligation "do not copy" of the established moral code.

However, we believe that this explanation is subsumed within the strong explanation below.

(ii) **Strong Explanation**: players do not perceive: (a) the non-immediate benefits resulting from the "generalized compliance" of the legal rule, and (b) a "recognizable harm" resulting from its "generalized non-compliance".

Since players are bounded rational, their computing capacity is limited, thus they are able to include immediate benefits or immediate harms in their computation when choosing their strategies, but are unable to include non-immediate benefits or non-immediate harms when computing.

For example, players choose to deviate from certain transit legal rule in order to reach their destination more quickly at a specific time.

(a) When most of the players comply with transit rules, every player reaches his destination every day at \( t' \), with an individual utility function \( u' \).

(a) When most of the players do not comply with transit legal rules, every player reaches his destination some days at \( t' \) and some other days at \( t \), with an individual utility function \( u \), being that \( t' < t \) and \( u > u' \).

Therefore, the non-immediate benefit of the "generalized compliance" of transit legal rules is to reach destination every day at \( t' \) and the non-immediate harm of the "generalized non-compliance" of transit legal rules is to reach destination some days at \( t' \) and some other days at \( t \).

However, provided the limited computing capacity of the player, he is unable to include the following into his computation when choosing his strategy:
V. **General Description of the Theorem**

It must be pointed out that the model shown in section III assumes that:

(i) Policymaker players are rational enough to create only "reasonable" legal rules.

(ii) All legal rules are "reasonable".

However, policymaker players are bounded rational players (i.e., with limited knowledge capacity and limited computing capacity), thus they could have enacted one or more "unreasonable" legal rules.

On the other hand, citizens are players i with bounded rationality and limited computing capacity, thus they would not perceive the non-immediate benefit from the "generalized compliance" of the legal rule r or the "recognizable harm" from its "generalized non-compliance".

In this regard, the "Legal-Rules-Acceptability Theorem" is intended to show that acceptance and "generalized compliance" of a specific legal rule by players i of a specific game requires that the legal rule complies with the following two lemmas: (i) the "reasonability" of legal rules, and (ii) the "stability" of legal rules.

**V.1 First Lemma: The "Reasonability" of Legal Rules**

The "reasonability" of the legal rule r depends on the following two principles: (i) the strong principle: the subset $P(r)$ of the legal rule contains only "reasonable" strategies, and (ii) the weak principle: the subset $P(r)$ of the legal rule contains all "reasonable" strategies.

### V.1.1 Strong Principle: The Subset $P(r)$ of the Legal Rule Contains only "Reasonable" Strategies

According to the model in section III, the definitions of the individual utility function of each player $i$ and the social utility function with respect to the legal rule $r$ are the following:

\[
U_i = \left( C_i(r) \right) \\
W(r) = \left( C_s(r) \right)
\]

Therefore, the definition of the individual utility function of each player $i$ and the definition of the social utility function include the variable $U_i$, which represents an equilibrium point in which players $i$ use strategies $s_i$ that: (a) are inside the subset of strategies permitted under the legal rule known as $P(r)$, and (b) have been selected using the "prediction function".

In this regard, the variable $W$ represents the "generalized compliance" of the legal rule $r$.

However, regarding the subset $P(r)$ of the legal rule that is part of the definition of the variable $W$, the model assumes that such subset only includes strategies $s_i$ by which it is possible to achieve not only the maximization of the utility function of each individual player $U_i$ but also the maximization of the social utility function $W$ to some extent if the "prediction function" is used for choosing strategies.

Regarding this, the following two scenarios must be analyzed:

(i) The subset $P(r)$ contains only strategies $s_i$ by which it is possible to achieve both the maximization of $U_i$ and the maximization of $W$ to some extent at the same time:

Under this scenario, the use of the "prediction function" to choose a strategy from the subset $P(r)$ will necessarily imply the maximization of the social utility function $W$ to some extent, as this can be achieved by using any strategy $s_i$ inside the subset $P(r)$.

Therefore, if the subset $P(r)$ contains only strategies $s_i$ by which the maximization of $W$ to some extent can be achieved, the "generalized compliance" of the legal rule $r$ generates a non-immediate benefit and its "generalized non-compliance" generates a non-immediate harm in all cases.

It must be noted that this scenario assumes that policymaker players are rational enough to not have included a strategy $s_i$ which only maximizes $U_i$ and does not maximize $W$ inside the subset $P(r)$.

(ii) The subset $P(r)$ contains some strategies $s_i'$ (a specific grouping of strategies $s_i$) by which only the maximization of $U_i$ but not the maximization of $W$ to some extent is possible:
In our view, due to the fact that policymaker players are bounded rational players, there may be a legal rule \( r \) for which not all strategies inside its subset \( P(r) \) maximize both the individual utility function \( U \), and the social utility function \( W \).

In this regard, assume the existence of strategies \( s_i \) inside the subset \( P(r) \), which maximize the individual utility function \( U \) of player \( i \) but do not maximize the social utility function \( W \).

Under this scenario, the use of the "prediction function" to choose a strategy from the subset \( P(r) \) will not necessarily result in the maximization of the social utility function \( W \) to some extent, since this is not possible when using strategies \( s_i \).

In this regard, given the bounded rationality of players \( i \), the use of the "prediction function" to choose a strategy from the subset \( P(r) \) could lead to choosing a strategy \( s_i \) by which it is not possible to achieve any maximization of the social utility function \( W \).

Under this scenario, the "generalized compliance" of the legal rule \( r \) would not maximize the social utility function \( W \) in all cases and, therefore, would not generate a non-immediate benefit for each of the players and its "generalized non-compliance" would not generate a non-immediate harm in all cases.

Therefore, the legal rule will be deemed to be "reasonable" if and only if the subset \( P(r) \) includes only "reasonable" strategies \( s_i \) (i.e., strategies \( s_i \) by which it is possible to achieve both the maximization of \( U \) and the maximization of \( W \) to some extent at the same time), thus its "generalized compliance" will generate a non-immediate benefit and its "generalized non-compliance" will generate a non-immediate harm in all cases.

V.1.2 Weak Principle: The Subset \( P(r) \) of the Legal Rule Contains all "Reasonable" Strategies

According to the strong principle, subset \( P(r) \) of legal rule \( r \) must include only "reasonable" strategies \( s_i \), which does not imply that it contains all "reasonable" strategies \( s_i \).

In this regard, the weak principle requires subset \( P(r) \) of legal rule \( r \) to be "complete"; i.e., it must contain all "reasonable" strategies \( s_i \).

However, due to the policymaker players' bounded rationality, it is possible that there is a legal rule \( r \) in respect of which not all strategies \( s_i \) that maximize the social utility function \( W \) are contained in its subset \( P(r) \).

Regarding this, the following two scenarios must be analyzed:

(i) The subset \( P(r) \) contains all strategies \( s_i \) by which it is possible to achieve both the maximization of \( U \) and the maximization of \( W \) to some extent:

Under this scenario, subset \( P(r) \) contains all strategies \( s_i \) by which it is possible to achieve the maximization of \( W \) to some extent.

Therefore, there are no strategies \( s_i \) outside the subset \( P(r) \) by which a player \( i \) could be able to comply with legal rule \( r \), maximize its individual utility function \( U \), and also maximize the social utility function \( W \) to some extent.

Therefore, players \( i \) will perceive that the subset \( P(r) \) of legal rule \( r \) is "complete", since it contains all "reasonable" strategies \( s_i \) and there are no other "reasonable" strategies \( s_i \) outside this subset.

However, this scenario assumes that policymaker players are rational enough to have included all "reasonable" strategies \( s_i \) inside subset \( P(r) \).

(ii) The subset \( P(r) \) does not contain any strategy \( s_i^* \) (a specific grouping of strategies \( s_i \)) by which it is possible to achieve both the maximization of \( U \) and the maximization of \( W \) to some extent.

Due to the bounded rationality of policymaker players, it is possible that there is a legal rule \( r \) in respect of which not all strategies \( s_i \) that maximize both the individual utility function \( U \) and the social utility function \( W \) are inside its subset \( P(r) \).

In this regard, let's assume the existence of strategies \( s_i^* \) outside the subset \( P(r) \) by which a player \( i \) could be able to comply with legal rule \( r \), maximize its individual utility function \( U \) and also maximize the social utility function \( W \) to some extent.

Under this scenario, at least one player \( i \) trying to use a strategy \( s_i^* \) will perceive that the subset \( P(r) \) of the legal rule \( r \) is "incomplete", since this subset does not contain all "reasonable" strategies \( s_i \) and there are "reasonable" strategies \( s_i^* \) outside of it.

Therefore, the legal rule will be considered as "reasonable" if and only if the subset \( P(r) \) includes all strategies \( s_i \) by which it is possible to achieve the maximization of the social utility function \( W \) to some extent.

In this regard, when the legal rule \( r \) is "reasonable" (i.e., it does comply with the two "reasonability" principles, thus subset \( P(r) \) includes only and all strategies \( s_i \) by which it is possible to achieve both the maximization of \( U \), and the maximization of \( W \)), policymaker players can be certain that the legal rule \( r \) does not grant incentives to be non-complied by players \( i \), thus players \( i \) cannot justify their non-compliances arguing that there are strategies \( s_i^* \) which were not included by policymaker players inside subset \( P(r) \), since there are no strategies \( s_i \) outside subset \( P(r) \) by which it is possible to achieve both the maximization of \( U \), and the maximization of \( W \) at the same time).

As an example, please consider the following case:

Policymaker players have created a legal rule \( r \) that establishes the following "regular proceeding" to obtain a certificate from a governmental entity:

"In case a user-player wants to obtain a certificate from a governmental entity, it must obtain it under the
"regular proceeding", which implies that the certificate will be delivered in the "regular term" t (3 business days) with a utility u1 (since the certificate will be obtained in t paying the "regular fee")."

In this regard, it must be taken into account that a lot of user-players need to obtain the certificate from a governmental entity under an "adapted proceeding" which is not regulated, which implies that the certificate will be delivered in the "adapted term" t' (1 business day) with a utility u1' (since the certificate will be obtained in t' which is lower than t, paying the "regular fee" (plus a bribe), provided that u1' > u1.

Therefore, a user-player that really needs to obtain the certificate immediately will choose the "adapted proceeding" with utility u1' over the "regular proceeding" with utility u1.

Likewise, the bureaucrat-player in charge of providing the proceeding must choose between:

(i) Providing the "regular proceeding" in the "regular term" t, with a utility u1 for him (coming from carrying out just a common effort and receiving just its salary).

(ii) Providing the "adapted proceeding" in the "adapted term" t', with a utility u1' for him (coming from carrying out a greater effort, but receiving its salary plus the bribe), being that u1' > u1.

In this regard, the payments from the strategies of the user-player and the bureaucrat-player are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bureaucrat-Player</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Adapted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User-Player</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>(u1, u2)</td>
<td>(u1', u2')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted</td>
<td>(u1, u2')</td>
<td>(u1', u2')</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When a user-player chooses the "adapted proceeding" and the bureaucrat-player chooses the "regular proceeding", the "regular proceeding" will be provided since the bureaucrat-player does not want to provide the "adapted proceeding" and the user-player prefers to obtain the certificate in the "regular term" t with a utility u1 rather than not obtaining it.

Likewise, when the user-player chooses the "regular proceeding" and the bureaucrat-player chooses the "adapted proceeding", the "regular proceeding" will be provided since the bureaucrat-player will be obliged to carry out its work and provide the certificate in the "regular term" t with a utility u1 for him.

As can be seen, for both the user-player and the bureaucrat-player, the "regular proceeding" is weakly dominated by the "adapted proceeding", thus both have incentives to commit an act of corruption.

It is our understanding that the "adapted proceeding" is a "reasonable" strategy for which should be inside the subset P(r) of legal rule r, since the need of those user-players that are urged to obtain the certificate in a lower term must be covered by the government and could be covered by establishing a "double-window" system.

In this regard, if policymaker players include the "adapted proceeding" as a strategy si inside the subset P(r) of legal rule r, a "double-window" will be established as follows:

(i) The "adapted proceeding" that currently configures an act of corruption will become a formal and legal proceeding under which the certificate will be delivered in an "adapted term" t' with utility u1' for the user-player and utility u1 for the bureaucrat-player.

Regarding this, the utility will be u1' for the bureaucrat-player since the government will: (a) charge the user-player with an "adapted fee", corresponding to the sum of the "regular fee" plus an extra payment that represents the average price of paid bribes, and (b) pay a greater salary to those bureaucrat-players that provide "adapted proceedings" in the window of "adapted proceedings".

(ii) The certificate could be provided by the "regular proceeding" or the "adapted proceeding", at the user-players discretion.

(iii) The bureaucratic system will seem more efficient to all user-players, since it provides all needed proceedings.

(iv) The corruption levels will be reduced, since the bureaucrat-player will have no incentives to commit an act of corruption due to the fact that he can obtain the same utility u1' that he obtained when carrying out an act of corruption by means of the provision of the "adapted proceeding" which is now formal and legal.

(v) The legal rule r will be considered "reasonable" and will comply with both the strong and the weak principles, since now the subset P(r) contains all and only the strategies si by which the maximization of the social utility function W is possible.

V.2 Second Lemma: The "Stability" of Legal Rules

The stability of legal rule r will depend on the following two principles: (i) strong principle: the equilibrium point is a Nash Equilibrium, and (ii) weak principle: the "generalized non-compliance" of legal rule r must imply a "recognizable harm".

V.2.1 Strong Principle: The Equilibrium Point is a Nash Equilibrium

According to the first lemma of the theorem (the "reasonability" of legal rules), the legal rule r is deemed to be "reasonable" when its subset P(r) includes all and only

4 The conclusion assumes that the bureaucrat-player does not obtain a maximization of its individual utility function from feeling corrupt and does obtain it from feeling honest.
strategies $s_i$ by which it is possible to achieve both the maximization of $U_i$ and the maximization of $W$ to some extent at the same time.

In this regard, when the legal rule $r$ is "reasonable", theoretically:

(i) Each player $i$ has incentives to comply with the legal rule $r$ if everyone else complies with it.

Since the maximization of individual utility functions $U_i$ and the social utility function $W$ at the same time is possible through all the strategies $s_i$ which are inside the subset $P(r)$ when the legal rule $r$ is "reasonable", the use of any of them by a player $i$ will necessarily imply the non-immediate maximization of its individual utility function $U_i$, and the non-immediate maximization of the social utility function $W$ to some extent.

In this regard, the use of strategies $s_i$ which are inside the subset $P(r)$ by all players $i$ (i.e., the "generalized compliance" of legal rule $r$) will generate a non-immediate maximization of the social utility function $W$ that will necessarily grant a non-immediate benefit to each player $i$.

Therefore, theoretically, each player $i$ has incentives to comply with legal rule $r$ (i.e., to use strategies $s_i$ inside the subset $P(r)$ if everyone else complies with it, since its "generalized compliance" (i.e., its compliance by all players $i$) necessarily grants a non-immediate benefit which will be reflected in a non-immediate maximization of its individual utility function $U_i$.

(ii) No player $i$ has incentives to not comply with legal rule $r$ if the other players do comply with it.

Since the maximization of the individual utility functions $U_i$ and the social utility function $W$ at the same time is only possible by using strategies $s_i$ which are inside the subset $P(r)$, the use of any strategy $s_i$ outside the subset $P(r)$ by any player $i$ will imply the immediate maximization of its individual utility function $U_i$ but will also necessarily imply the non-immediate minimization of the social utility function $W$ to some extent.

In this regard, the use of strategies $s_i$ which are outside the subset $P(r)$ by all players $i$ (i.e., the "generalized non-compliance" of the legal rule $r$) will generate a non-immediate minimization of the social utility function $W$ which will necessarily bring a non-immediate harm to each player $i$ (which will be greater than the immediate benefit obtained from the immediate maximization of its individual utility function $U_i$ derived from choosing a strategy $s_i$ outside the subset $P(r)$).

Therefore, theoretically, no player $i$ has incentives to not comply with the legal rule $r$ (i.e., to use strategies $s_i$ outside the subset $P(r)$ if the other players are complying with it, since its "generalized non-compliance" (i.e., its non-compliance by all players $i$) will necessarily bring a non-immediate harm which will be reflected in a non-immediate minimization of its individual utility function $U_i$.

When the legal rule $r$ is "reasonable", theoretically: (i) each player $i$ has incentives to comply with the legal rule $r$ (i.e., to use strategies inside the subset $P(r)$ if the other players are complying with it, and (ii) no player $i$ has incentives to not comply with it (i.e., to use strategies outside the subset $P(r)$ if the other players are complying with it.

Therefore, when the legal rule is "reasonable", its "generalized compliance" represented by the equilibrium point (which implies that all players $i$ use strategies $s_i$ inside the subset $P(r)$ using the "prediction function") is theoretically a Nash Equilibrium, since:

"(...) when the legal rule is "reasonable", its "generalized compliance" represented by the equilibrium point (...) is theoretically a Nash Equilibrium( ...)"

(i) All players $i$ have incentives to not deviate from the equilibrium point and to comply with the legal rule $r$ while the other players are complying with it.

(ii) No player $i$ has incentives to deviate from the equilibrium point and to not comply with the legal rule $r$ if the other players comply with it.

Therefore, policymakers must ensure that the legal rule $r$ complies with the two principles of the "reasonability" lemma of the legal rules in order to ensure that the equilibrium point represents a Nash Equilibrium and, thus, the legal rule is "theoretically stable".

In this regard, it is mentioned that the legal rule $r$ will be "theoretically stable" since the strong principle assumes that each player $i$ has bounded but enough rationality and computation capacity to perceive the lasting non-immediate benefit (the non-immediate maximization of its individual utility function $U_i$) resulting from the "generalized compliance" (which is greater than the immediate maximization from its non-compliance) and the lasting non-immediate harm (non-immediate minimization of its individual utility function $U_i$) resulting from the "generalized non-compliance".

Provided that, theoretically, the strong principle assumes that each player $i$ has enough computation capacity to:

(i) Include in its computation: (a) the lasting non-immediate benefit from its "generalized compliance"; and (b) the lasting non-immediate harm from its "generalized non-compliance".

(ii) Decide rationally when computing and grant: (a) a greater relative weight to the lasting non-immediate benefit from the "generalized compliance" and to the lasting non-immediate harm from the "generalized non-compliance".
and (b) a lower relative weight to the momentary immediate benefit from non-complying with the legal rule \( r \) in a specific game.

Notwithstanding, in real life, a lot of players \( i \) have insufficient computation capacity, thus they are unable of:

(i) Including in its computation the lasting non-immediate benefit from the “generalized compliance” and the lasting non-immediate harm from the “generalized non-compliance”, including only the momentary immediate benefit from non-complying with the legal rule \( r \) in a specific game.

(ii) Deciding rationally when computing, thus they grant: (1) lower or no relative weight to the lasting non-immediate benefit from the “generalized compliance” and the lasting non-immediate harm from the “generalized non-compliance”, and (2) a greater or only relative weight to the momentary immediate benefit from non-complying with the legal rule \( r \) in a specific game.

In this regard, policymaker players cannot guarantee the “generalized compliance” of the legal rule \( r \) even when they are certain that the legal rule \( r \) is “reasonable” and “theoretically stable”.

V.2.2 Weak Principle: The “Generalized Non-Compliance” with the Legal Rule \( r \) Implies a “Recognizable Harm”

(i) The “recognizable harm”:

It is natural to think of imposition of sanctions when trying to determine how to avoid the “generalized non-compliance” of legal rules.

However, since there is no State with enough resources to monitor the compliance of every legal rule in every case, citizens will comply with them “satisfactorily” but not optimally, provided that they will comply with them only to avoid the cost of sanctions but not because they understand that its “generalized compliance” will have a non-immediate benefit.

In this regard, a first impression related to the compliance of legal rules by the majority of citizens is that they seem:

(a) To be aware of the utility of complying with legal rules related to fundamental rights (e.g., life and freedom), since they would perceive the non-immediate harm from its “generalized non-compliance” (that’s why murders and kidnappings are an exception and not the rule).

(b) Not to be aware of the utility of complying with legal rules related to non-fundamental rights (e.g., copyrights, intellectual property and compliance with administrative procedures), since they would not perceive the non-immediate harm from its “generalized non-compliance” (that’s why buying bootlegs DVD’s, non-complying with transit legal rules and committing acts of corruption are not the exception but the rule).

Therefore, a first conclusion is that the “generalized compliance” of legal rules must not depend on an exogenous factor such as the imposition of sanctions (which depends on the control carried out by a third party on them and brings “satisfactory” but not “optimal” compliance) but on an endogenous factor (which depends on the control that they carry out on themselves) which we call “recognizable harm”.

Moreover, it has been mentioned that the “generalized non-compliance” of a legal rule \( r \) which is “reasonable” necessarily implies a non-immediate harm for each player \( i \) in all cases, thus every one of them will theoretically have incentives to comply with it.

However, it has been mentioned that, when a legal rule \( r \) is “reasonable”, it is only “theoretically stable”, since the majority of players \( i \) is bounded rational and has insufficient computation capacity, thus they are unable of:

(a) Including in their computation the lasting non-immediate benefit from the “generalized non-compliance” of the legal rule \( r \) including only the momentary immediate benefit from non-complying with the legal rule \( r \) in a specific game,

(b) Decide rationally when computing, thus they grant: (1) a lower or no relative weight to the lasting non-immediate harm of the “generalized non-compliance” of the legal rule \( r \), and (2) a greater or only weight to the momentary immediate benefit from non-complying with the legal rule \( r \) in a specific game.

In this regard, policymaker players cannot guarantee the “generalized compliance” of the legal rule \( r \) even when they are certain that it is “reasonable” and “theoretically stable”, since the non-compliance of the legal rule by bounded rational players \( i \): (a) does not entirely depend on the “reasonability” or “theoretic stability” of the legal rule, but (b) partially depends on their incapacity to: (1) in the worst case, recognize the lasting non-immediate harm of its “generalized non-compliance”, or (2) in the best case, recognize such harm as a harm to themselves.

Therefore, policymaker players must: (a) first, ensure that the legal rule \( r \) is “reasonable” and “theoretically stable”; and (b) second, carry out the computation for players \( i \), thus the non-immediate harm of the “generalized non-compliance” of the legal rule \( r \) is perceived by them as a “recognizable harm”.
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Finally, our understanding is that it is preferable to communicate the non-immediate harm of the "generalized non-compliance" of the legal rule \( r \) as a "recognizable harm" rather than communicate the non-immediate benefit of its "generalized compliance". In this regard, if policymaker players prefer to communicate the non-immediate benefit rather than the "recognizable harm", players \( i \) would be encouraged to carry out a simple opportunity cost analysis by comparing the immediate benefit of its non-compliance to the non-immediate benefit of its "generalized compliance", preferring the first due to the fact that it is immediate even when the second is greater.

(ii) The conversion of the non-immediate harm in a "recognizable harm"

Policymaker players must carry out the computation for players \( i \) in order to allow them to perceive the non-immediate harm of the "generalized non-compliance" of the legal rule \( r \) as a "recognizable harm".

In this regard, to carry out the conversion of the non-immediate harm of a legal rule \( r \) in a "recognizable harm", policymaker players must carry out the following process:

(a) First, determine which the non-immediate harm of the "generalized non-compliance" of the specific legal rule \( r \) is:

For instance, in the case of transit legal rules, players \( i \) do not perceive that:

1. When there is a situation of "generalized compliance" of these rules, all players reach their destinations at \( t \) everyday, with an individual utility function \( u \).

2. When there is a situation of "generalized non-compliance" of these, all players reach their destinations some days at \( t \) and some days at \( t' \), with an individual utility function \( u \), provided that \( t < t' \) and \( u' > u \).

Therefore, the non-immediate harm of the "generalized non-compliance" of transit legal rules is to reach destination some days at \( t' \) and some days at \( t \).

(b) Second, carry out the computation for players \( i \), converting the non-immediate harm of the "generalized non-compliance" of the legal rule \( r \) into a "recognizable harm".

Once the non-immediate harm of the "generalized non-compliance" is identified, policymaker players must convert it into a "recognizable harm".

Policymaker players must let them note that the non-immediate harm (unrecognizable or recognizable as harm to a system or a group of persons) really is an immediate harm to themselves.

For instance, in case of transit legal rules, the non-immediate harm of their "generalized non-compliance" is to reach destination some days at \( t' \) and some days at \( t \).

In this regard, most players \( i \) assume that traffic is stable, thus they do not perceive it as a non-immediate harm derived from their non-compliance of transit legal rules but as an variable inherently related to transit and, therefore, they do not perceive the incentives for complying with transit legal rules.

Therefore, policymaker players must let them note that traffic is not a stable variable\(^5\) and that their non-compliance of a transit legal rule in a specific case to reach their destination at \( t' \) in a specific day is generating the traffic that make them arrive at \( t \) any other days (and, maybe, even the same day of the non-compliance), thus they are making a harm to themselves which implies to assume the greater costs of the lasting non-immediate harm (e.g., lost sleep time, unwanted delays, unpaid working time, for their whole lives) to obtain the lower incomes from the temporary immediate benefit of their non-compliance (e.g., saving time in a day, which maybe they do not obtain).

On the other hand, a minority of players \( i \) can perceive that traffic is not a stable variable and that it is generated by their non-compliance of a transit legal rule in a specific case to reach destination at \( t' \) in a specific day. Notwithstanding, they recognize it as a harm to a system or a group of persons and, therefore, they do not perceive any incentives to comply with transit legal rules.

However, by means of the computation carried out by policymaker players, these players \( i \) will understand that the non-immediate harm that they recognized as harm to a system or a group of persons is really a harm to them.

Therefore, the non-immediate harm of the "generalized non-compliance" of transit legal rules which was not recognizable before (and was even deemed to be a stable variable) or was recognizable as harm to a system or a group of persons is now a "recognizable harm" to players \( i \).

Note that the information does not need to be necessarily precise, since players \( i \) will assume that it is correct provided that policymaker players do not incur in an obvious exaggeration, thus they must comply with the "credible authority" rule and the "non-hyperbole" rule described in paragraph (d).

(c) Third, carry out the comparison between the immediate benefit from the non-compliance of the legal rule \( r \) and the "recognizable harm".

\(^5\) For instance, users seem to assume that the delay when carrying out a bureaucratic proceeding is a stable variable of the bureaucratic system. However, the delay is a non-immediate harm resulting from the fact that some users pay bribes to bureaucrats in order to obtain results in less time, delaying the procurement of results in relation to other users which do not pay bribes and, also, in relation to themselves with respect to future bureaucratic proceedings, since bureaucrats do not have infrastructure enough to speed up a particular bureaucratic proceeding without delaying others.
Due to the insufficient computation capacity of players i, knowing the "recognizable harm" would not be enough for them to choose to comply with legal rule r, since they are not able of carrying out the comparison between the momentary immediate benefit and the lasting "recognizable harm" from their non-compliance.

Therefore, policymaker players must carry out the comparison between the temporary immediate benefit and the lasting "recognizable harm" from their non-compliance, thus each player i can clearly perceive the difference between the lower incomes from the temporary immediate benefit of their non-compliance and the greater costs from the lasting "recognizable harm".

(d) Fourth, communicate the comparison between the immediate benefit from the momentary computation and the used means want to obtain a maximization of their individual utility functions from the communication of the computation, and (1.2) just want the maximization of the social utility function when communicating the computation.

When players i perceive that the authority or the used means want to obtain a maximization of their individual utility functions from the communication of the computation, they tend to assume that the strategy that is proposed to use is not "reasonable" and is not inside the subset P(r) (even if it is "reasonable" and it is inside such subset), since they just assume that it only maximizes the individual utility function U_i of the authority or the used means and does not maximize the social utility function W.

For instance, currently it seems to be a situation of "generalized non-compliance" of the legal rule "do not buy bootleg DVD's" in most Latin American countries, which implies different non-immediate harms such as the production of less movies and the arrival of less of them to local theaters.

Players i seem to not perceive these non-immediate harms or to perceive them as harm to a system (the producers, which they assume are not affected since they are "humongous" companies) but not to themselves.

However, there is another non-immediate harm that policymaker players could convert in a "recognizable harm": to buy bootleg DVD's and carry out acts of plagiarism are two different representations of the same general obligation "do not copy" of the moral code contained in two different legal rules or in a legal rule and a moral rule, respectively, if it is a minor act of plagiarism.

Therefore, the non-compliance of the legal rule "do not buy bootleg DVD's" could compromise the compliance of other legal and moral rules representing the general obligation "do not copy" of the established moral code.

On 2007, the spot denominated "dad, I got a fake A+" was broadcasted in every theater in Peru.

By means of it, policymakers players pretended to communicate the "recognizable harm" of "buying bootleg DVDs" in a simple manner to players i making them aware that the non-compliance of the legal rule "do not buy bootleg DVDs" encourages the non-compliance of the legal and moral rule "do not plagiarize" by their children.

However, the spot was broadcasted on behalf of companies owning movie theaters and at their own movie theaters, thus players i doubted that the proposed strategy (i.e., do not buy bootleg DVD's) was "reasonable" and was inside the subset P(r) and perceived that the authority and the used means wanted to obtain a maximization of their individual utility functions from the communication of the computation of the "recognizable harm" and did not necessarily want the maximization of the social utility function when communicating it.

Under the rule of "credible authority", the spot would have reduced the "generalized non-compliance" of the legal rule "do not buy bootleg DVD's" if it has been broadcasted by an unrelated non-governmental organization and using adds at newspapers or, even TV.

(2) Second Rule: Rule Of "Non-Hyperbole"

Players i must perceive that the "recognizable harm" communicated by the authority using the means is not being exaggerated.

In this regard, when players i perceive that the "recognizable harm" communicated by the authority using the means is exaggerated, they tend to assume that the proposed strategy is not inside the subset P(r) (even if it really is), since they just assume that it is impossible or ridiculous to think that any strategy inside the subset can maximize the social utility function W to such extent.

For instance, an English TV spot by means of which the government tried to communicate the "recognizable harm" of using the cell phone while driving to English drivers was broadcasted on 2009.

In the spot, the action of using the cell phone generated multiple accidents and an unthinkable police mobilization. Under the "non-hyperbole" rule, the spot would have reduced the "generalized non-compliance" of the legal transit rule "do not use the cell phone while
driving” if it would have been broadcasted without exaggerating the consequences of the accident.

An adequate manner to eliminate the hyperbole and to obtain the reduction of non-compliance levels could be to show the real consequences of the non-compliance and to provide either real or fake statistics (as long as a “credible authority” provides the statistics and the “non-hyperbole” rule is not breached). ☝️